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Photo 1: Steve Meyers shows cheeky sculptures called „Hoogels“
Photo 2: Karin Widmer with her work to the theme of “Religious Evil”
Photo 3: Christine Ribic looks for wit with depth.
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Today begins a refreshing art show in Büren an der Aare. Two masters from the world of
illustration and cartoon (Karin Widmer and Christine Ribic) show their work at the “Art is
Galerie”. The sculptures from Steve Meyers perfectly complement the illustrations and
cartoons.
The Canadian Christine Ribic worked earlier in her career life with a clown theatre group. At
some point she wanted to take a break and learn something new. What first appeared
during this period of new orientation were cartoon drawings. Honing her skills auto
didactically, her cartoons now appear in the Swiss satirical magazine “Nebelspalter”.

More and more Ribic is interested in painting and the development of her artistry for art
shows. The joy of playing with words, humour and situations lies at the centre of her work.
In her work Ribic wants to find the playfulness that children have when they are fully
concentrated during their play. She aims to maintain the wit in a painting without it
becoming a cartoon. Humour must always have enough “depth” in a piece to remain
interesting for the viewer.
Spontaneous and Free
Steve Meyers also talks about the openness and joy of children. Steve tries to retain a
childlike way to allow for spontaneity to enter into his sculptures. “With children everything
comes out from their gut. For this reason I find children’s drawings so fascinating, they
inspire me.”
Meyers began with “Street Art”. Painting on walls is also spontaneous and free. Later he
printed T-Shirts and started to create 3 dimensional figures called “Hoogels.” The name
was created after brainstorming with friends with the idea of beginning a label.
Karin Widmer sees her work as a trade instead of art. Widmer has been a self supporting
illustrator since 1996 and before this she was a graphic artist and illustrator for the
“Zytglogge“ publishing company in Bern. Karin illustrates theme based projects like pieces
she created for the “Heilliggeistkirche (church) to the theme of “Religious Evil” or to the
theme of “Invasive Neophyte” for the Botanical Garden in Bern
Widmer’s work also appears in school books published in Bern and Zurich. Original works
from such commissions are to see at the “Art is Galerie”.
Art is Galerie
There is something for people who like things from another world, satirical humour and
from a talented hand that works precisely from a keen view.

